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OBD Readiness Monitors and DTCs  
 

This section of the update course will cover OBD readiness monitors and diagnostic 
trouble codes that required some interesting diagnostics to find the fix. Some of these 
scenarios came from PICO case studies, some from other emission control programs, and 
others from industry technicians that provided us their own results from diagnosis. Some 
liberty was used to enhance the presentation by making them more applicable to smog 
inspection repair.  

 
Our goal is to provide you with diagnostic techniques you may or may not be familiar 

with. As we all know sometimes our prior experience is used in diagnosis by just knowing the 
common repair by the DTC or monitor that is not completing as expected. But that is not 
always the case; just trying commonly replaced parts can get expensive. Sometimes a simple 
diagnostic check can ensure success instead of just being a parts changer. We will also address 
Permanent DTCs (PDTC) and how they can affect smog inspections. 
 
OBD Readiness Monitors and Readiness Flags 

 
Readiness flags are indicators on a scan tool or code reader that tell you when an OBD II 

system monitor has run or completed its test or not. Most of the time they are just referred to 
as readiness monitors or just monitors. We will use each throughout this course. 

 
Right up front, concerning OBD readiness monitors, you should be familiar with the BAR 

OBD Reference Guide. Whenever you have a difficult to run monitor be sure to look to see if 
the vehicle is listed in the guide. Sometimes the monitor(s) do not have to be complete to 
pass the smog inspection. Other times they list TSBs pertaining to particular monitors and an 
associated drive cycle if applicable. It also includes a listing of vehicles where PDTCs will be 
ignored by the OIS during an inspection. The database gets updated whenever new 
information becomes available.   

 
 
     

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Let’s take a quick look at some of the information available in the OBD guide. 
 

 

The Smog Check OBD Reference guide 
comes in two versions, one with just the listings 
of monitors and PDTCs that are of concern; the 
other includes the complete TSB that is only 
listed in the shorter version. It is recommended 
that you download a version to your OIS or 
other suitable device for easy access.  
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As a reminder you need to know what monitors can be incomplete and the vehicle will 
still be allowed to pass this portion of the inspection. This chart is in the guide. 
 

 
 

It is always best to complete the monitor when that system was repaired due to a DTC.  
On 2010 and newer models, it most likely will be required in order to clear the PDTC that may 
have been set; more on these later. 
 

Here is an example of what can be found in the OBD guide concerning monitors that have 
issues and the remedy with instructions to the technician. 
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Notice that the 2005-2006 Jeep Wrangler can have the O2 heater monitor incomplete; if 

you did not know this you could waste a lot of time trying to get this monitor to run. Also 
notice the issues are O2 sensor, O2 Heater, and CAT monitor may indicate not ready and that 
there is a TSB that has a fix for this; it is a lifetime warranty repair. This fix may have been 
done, but the heater monitor could still be incomplete and the vehicle passes. Also this would 
be in addition to the EVAP monitor that could be incomplete. 
 

Some GM and Dodge/Ram vehicles with testing issues: 
 

 
 
 Many of the fixes require a re-flash to get the monitor to run even though BAR currently 
allows the vehicle to pass with the monitor incomplete. In the case of 2004-2005 Dodge Ram 
they still recommend that you tell the customer that a re-flash is available under a lifetime 
warranty. One day it may not be exempt from the OIS pass criteria; at least document you 
advised the customer of the availability of a re-flash.  

  
As you can see, it could cost you many hours trying to complete a monitor when there 

would be no reason to for a smog inspection. Getting familiar with this database is very 
helpful. 
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Generic OBD drive cycle 
 

The purpose of the OBDII drive cycle is to let the vehicle run on-board diagnostics. What 
is referred to as a generic drive cycle is just that – it works in most cases generically. There are 
exceptions and many unique circumstances. It is always best to look up the specific drive cycle 
for problematic vehicles; many times a monitor specific drive cycle is required.   
 

The following generic drive cycle can be used as a guideline if a specific drive cycle is not 
known. It will assist with resetting monitors when a car specific drive cycle is not available. 
Keep in mind; it may not work for all vehicles and difficult monitors. 
 

 
 
 The universal OBD-II drive cycle begins with a cold start. You should have coolant 

temperature below 50 C/122 F, and the coolant and air temperatures within 11 
degrees of one another. This condition can be achieved by letting the car to sit 
overnight. 

 
 The ignition key must not be left in the ON position before the cold start (so don’t. 

Otherwise the heated oxygen sensor diagnostic may not run. 
 
 Start the engine and idle the engine in drive for two and half minutes, with the A/C and 

rear defroster on if equipped. 
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 Turn the A/C and rear defroster off, and speed up to 55 mph under moderate, 
constant acceleration. Hold at a steady speed for three minutes. 
 

 Slow down to 20 mph without braking. Do not depress the clutch if equipped with a 
manual transmission. 

 
 Speed up back to 55-60 mph at 3/4 throttle. Hold at a steady speed for five minutes. 

 
 Slow down to a stop without braking or minimal braking. 

 

For a better understanding of what is going on during a drive cycle here is some general 
information on different makes and what some of the monitored systems are looking for to 
complete. Of course for specific information you need to look up the criteria by make, year, 
and model.  
 
Oxygen Sensor Monitor 
 

You might think we will be spending too much time on oxygen sensor monitors, but O2 
and catalytic converter monitors are the most common to be difficult to complete. So we have 
to spend some time in reviewing just how they work and some testing procedures.  

 

 
 
The PCM tests all the oxygen sensors when the monitor is enabled. The upstream O2 

sensors are checked for proper voltage threshold and response rate to air/fuel mixture 
changes (switching from rich to lean). The downstream O2 sensors are checked for proper 
voltage threshold and the ability to recognize lean conditions. Both sensors are monitored for 
signal rationality. 
 

For most vehicles while the monitor is running, the PCM executes a fixed frequency fuel 
control routine and observes the upstream sensors’ output voltage and switching response 
frequency. The PCM also shuts off the fuel injectors during a period of deceleration and 
observes the downstream sensors’ voltage response to the lean condition. This is usually 
referred to as deceleration fuel cut off or DFCO. More on this in the Mode 6 section. 

The PCM enables the oxygen sensor 
monitor after the engine and catalytic 
converter have been brought up to normal 
operating temperature to reach closed loop 
operation and the vehicle is maintaining a 
steady speed above 25 mph for several 
minutes. For the monitor to run, the check 
engine light needs to be commanded off by the 
PCM and the continuous monitors must have 
completed successfully. 
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The following are some sample drive cycle requirements for the oxygen sensor monitor 

to run: 
Ford: The monitor should run when the engine has reached normal operating 

temperature, the inlet air temperature is between 40 and 100 degrees F, and the vehicle is 
cruising at a steady 40 mph for four minutes. 

 
GM: GM normally uses a two-part oxygen sensor monitor. The first part of the monitor 

runs after idling the engine for two and a half minutes with the A/C and rear defroster on. This 
checks the sensor heater circuit. After this, turn the A/C and defroster off, then accelerate at 
half throttle to 55 mph and hold at a steady 55 mph for three minutes. This will complete the 
second half of the monitor that checks the responsiveness of the O2 sensors. Some models do 
have different criteria requiring deceleration and fuel cutoff to check the rear O2.  

 
Chrysler: Idle for five minutes (to reach closed loop operation). Then drive at a steady 

vehicle speed above 25 mph for two minutes. Stop and idle for 30 seconds. Then smoothly 
accelerate to 30 to 40 mph. Repeat the last two steps five times. 

 
Toyota: The oxygen sensor monitor should run after idling the engine for nine minutes, 

then driving at a steady 25 mph for two minutes. 
 
It seems that from year model 2008 and up, there are a lot of reports on how difficult the 

O2 monitor has become to get it ready or completed. Many times it is the only monitor that is 
not complete. Sometimes there is a TSB for reprogramming such as 2010/2011 Jeeps to get 
the monitor to run, but even then it can be difficult.  
 
Oxygen and Air Fuel Sensor Heater Monitors 
 

Heated oxygen sensors (regular or wide-band) will bring the sensor up to operating 
temperature within 20 to 60 seconds depending on the sensor, and also keep the oxygen 
sensor hot even when the engine is idling for a long period of time. The faster the oxygen 
sensor heats up, the quicker the PCM can enter closed loop fuel control, optimizing catalytic 
converter efficiency.   
 

On most systems the oxygen sensor heater monitor runs concurrently with the oxygen 
sensor monitor or continuously when the engine is running. However, the successful 
completion of the monitors is an independent event.  

 
The PCM usually monitors the oxygen sensor heater circuits for both voltage and current. 

On most models, the voltage monitor runs continuously and the current monitor runs at least 
once per drive cycle after specific enabling criteria are met.  

 
The voltage monitor simply checks for battery voltage in the heater circuit. The current 

monitor checks to see if current in the circuit is within a specific range. Depending on the 
model, it can range anywhere from 0.2 amps up to about 8 amps or more. 
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Remember A/F sensors or Wideband O2 sensors need a correctly working heater. 

Temperature affects resistance and resistance affects current flow, so the sensor’s flat 
zirconia strip must be held at a constant temperature to generate an accurate signal. The 
sensor is heated to about 1,200 degrees F (650 degrees C), double the temperature of a basic 
heated oxygen sensor. Most A/F sensors or a wideband oxygen sensor will have the current 
duty cycled or pulse modulated to the sensor. 
 

 
 

In the Pico Scope screenshot (see above) from a 2003 RAV4 2.0L we see the front A/F 
sensors’ heater voltage and current. The current is pulse width modulated; as you can see 
B2S1 has a problem. Appears the heating element is breaking down when the voltage is 
applied; the voltage wave pattern does not show a problem because that is the signal from 
the ECM. It is the current that tells us there is a problem. Oddly there were no DTCs. 

 

Some manufacturers list a current spec in 
their service information, so you can check 
heater current with a current clamp on 
vehicles that allow enough room for access.  

But you might not see the problem we will 
show using a lab scope. 
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The above diagram is typical for a Toyota. A DTC is set if the current is 0.25A or less or 

exceeds 8A. The waveform we had should have set a DTC because the modulated current 
average was less than 0.25A; but maybe the waveform was modulating in such an odd fashion 
going below 0A and the peak amperage reached 1.6A, the ECM did not know how to interpret 
the current or it only looks at peak amps. Because of this it would not let the monitor run.     

 
 When there is an A/F sensor or O2 sensor heater DTC (as we will discuss later) one of the 
first and easiest tests is to check the heater resistance with an ohmmeter. But remember in 
this case we had no DTCs and were looking for a reason the monitor would not run. Also a 
heater circuit may not act up until it is heated; especially an A/F sensor where the temp can 
reach 1,200° or more.   

 
When certain faults are detected, such as high current draw in the heater circuit, the PCM 

will suspend heater operation to protect itself. This can be a challenge to diagnose correctly, 
because if the PCM does not ground the heater circuit, it can be hard to tell if the problem is 
in the circuit or the PCM.  

 
Some enabling criteria to complete the oxygen sensor heater monitor may not always 

occur and the heater monitor goes uncompleted for several drive cycles. This may happen 
more frequently as the sensor ages and the sensor heating element deteriorates.  
 

During oxygen sensor heater monitoring the PCM turns the heater strip circuit on and off 
for each sensor and looks for an expected change in current. On some systems the PCM 
continuously monitors current flow through the heater circuit. The heater circuit of each 
oxygen sensor is evaluated independently. Therefore you may not know which sensor’s heater 
is the culprit by just using a scanner unless a DTC is set and is specific. 

On the 1AZ-FE engine all of the O2 sensors are 
located near each other making testing easier. 

Always check the harness for damage or connector 
problems. 
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Some newer Chrysler models are a little different; the heater monitor runs after a 

complete (defined) drive cycle with the engine off and coolant temperature has decreased 
more than 60 degrees F. The repair manual states for a 2017 Chrysler 300 3.6L for the O2 
heater monitor:  “Starting with the introduction on the NGC module (Next Generation 
Controller) the strategy for checking the heater circuit has changed. The heater resistance is 
checked by the NGC almost immediately after the engine is started. The same O2S heater 
return pin used to read the heater resistance is capable of detecting an open circuit, a shorted 
high or shorted low condition. This monitor is now continuously running once the heaters are 
energized. Pass information will be processed at power down.” So in this case the heater 
monitor would complete after the engine is shut down and all of the test results are 
processed; takes about 10 min. It has been reported that this 10 min shut down procedure 
will also run the O2 monitor on some vehicles. 

 
Catalytic Converter Drive Cycles 
 

The catalytic converter monitor may require specific driving conditions before it will run. 
Depending on the vehicle application, this usually includes completing the oxygen sensor 
monitors first, but not always; many times the heater monitor as discussed will not be 
complete but the CAT monitor will.  As previously stated, more often on newer vehicles we 
see just the O2 monitor incomplete.  Normally the converter monitor will run by driving at 
highway speeds (60 to 65 mph) for at least 10 to 15 minutes under light load, no conflicts with 
other monitors that have not yet run (such as EVAP or EGR monitors which may have to 
complete before the catalyst monitor will run), and no fault codes that could affect the 
accuracy of the test. Some vehicles have very specific drive cycles that must be followed 
before the catalyst monitor will run. In some cases, it may even be necessary to complete the 
prescribed drive cycle several times before the catalyst monitor will run. 

 
The following are some sample drive cycles for the catalyst monitor to run. 
 
Ford: The catalytic converter monitor will not run until the oxygen sensor monitor has run 

and completed successfully with no faults found. The vehicle must then be driven in stop-and-
go traffic conditions at five different cruise speeds ranging from 25 to 45 mph over a period of 
10 minutes. 

 
GM: The catalytic converter monitor runs after cruising at 55 mph for 5 minutes, but it 

may take up to five drive cycles at this speed before the monitor will run. 
 
Chrysler: The catalytic converter monitor will not run unless the Check Engine light is off, 

no pending codes are present, the fuel level is between 15 and 85 percent full, and the 
coolant temperature is above 70 degrees F. If these conditions have been met, the engine 
must have run at least 90 seconds, and the engine speed must be between 1,350 and 1,900 
rpm. Idle vehicle for five minutes (to reach closed loop operation), then drive at a steady 
speed between 30 and 45 mph for two minutes. 
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Toyota: The catalytic converter monitor will run after driving the vehicle at 40 to 55 mph 
for seven minutes, followed by driving at 35 to 45 mph for another seven minutes. 

 
As you can see the criteria is close to the same, but yet different in some specifics. As the 

old saying goes, the devil is in the details; meaning that something might seem simple at a 
first look but will take more time and effort to complete than expected. 

  
There has been a lot of success using the dynamometer in no load (just freewheeling) to 

get monitors to complete. Sometimes on the road, the slightest movement of the throttle 
kicks it out of the testing mode. What could take 45 min to an hour of road driving might be 
done in 10 min or less on the dyno.  

 
Also there seems to be a manufacture change in providing drive cycle information in the 

written form on late model vehicles. A lot of them are adding the drive cycle into their OEM 
scanners, such as FCA’s WiTech and Ford’s IDS. You actually can drive the vehicle within 
programmed parameters and watch as the monitors are being tested, if they pass, and then if 
the readiness flag is set. Again, might be best done on a dyno. 

 
So let’s start looking at some different scenarios where a monitor was difficult to complete 

and what it took to diagnose the cause. Even though you may not run into the specific 
instance we cite, what you learn can help you in thinking through a problem and find what the 
cause might be with the vehicle you are finding difficult to diagnose. We will start with a fairly 
simple one, but one that can get overlooked. 

 
 

2003 Mazda MPV EGR and EVAP Monitors Will Not Complete 

A customer’s 2003 Mazda MPV was having difficulty with monitor readiness after a 
battery had been replaced. Specifically, the vehicle would not set its Exhaust Gas Recirculation 
(EGR) and Evaporative (EVAP) monitors. There were no Diagnostic Trouble Codes (DTCs) 
present or pending. The technician needed to at least get the EGR monitor to run to pass an 
inspection. 

The customer had been to a repair shop and was told that the vehicle most likely needed 
a replacement Powertrain Control Module (PCM) to solve the readiness issues.  

When the vehicle was taken to another shop for a diagnosis, the technician confirmed 
that the EGR and EVAP monitors were incomplete. There were no DTCs or pending DTCs 
logged in the PCM. 
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The technician placed the vehicle on the dynamometer, and followed the generic drive 
cycle pattern; but the monitors would not run. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The tech then connected his scan tool to monitor the PIDs during a drive cycle, it was 
then the tech noticed the IAT PID was erratic but spent most of the time at -7°F to +10°F; this 
was a problem. Since there were no DTCs the circuit was not open or shorted for it would 
have set a P0113 or P0114. An open circuit would also read -40°. The IAT performance code, 
P0111 only sets if the IAT is 104° above coolant temperature with key on. The shop service 
bay was 72°F.  

 

 

               

What we have is an IAT that is reading a much lower temperature than ambient. The 
service manual states that the IAT must be between 41°- 95°F for the EVAP to run but does 
not mention IAT temp parameters for the EGR. But, the IAT can affect certain monitors even 

The factory EGR specific drive pattern (see 
image at right) was also done and still the EGR 
monitor would not complete. As you can see, 
this is not a complicated drive pattern. 

 

 

The specs as per the service manual for a 
resistance check of the IAT is 3300-4100Ω at 50° 
and 2200-2700Ω at 68°. You measure from 
terminal “A” to terminal “F” at MAF (see below). 
This one measured over 11,000Ω at 72°. 
Obviously it is a bad IAT sensor.    
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though it might not be listed as criteria for a specific monitor. It only makes sense that the 
EGR would not function the same, if at all, at 10°F as it would at 85°F air temperature.  

The MAF sensor (which contains the IAT) was replaced and both monitors ran on the next 
drive cycle.     

Keep in mind this was a simple IAT; the principle can apply to many other sensors that 
might be degraded or have shifted from original specs but not enough to cause a MIL. 

If you run into a stubborn readiness problem, compare sensor values with your 
knowledge of what you know are expected values and what the published literature indicates 
it should be. Sometimes it also helps to have a co-worker or even the motorist drive the 
vehicle while you observe sensor values, because some sensors don’t start acting up until the 
vehicle is under load while being driven. 

 
 
2013 Ford Focus ST Multiple Monitors Will Not Complete 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

This vehicle was bought from a 
private party out of state so it became 
the buyer’s responsibility to get a smog 
inspection for registration in California. 
The problem was it would not pass 
because four monitors would not 
complete. 

They were: fuel System, oxygen sensor, 
heated O2 sensor, and catalytic converter 
monitors. The customer was told to drive the 
vehicle for a while and see if the monitors would 
run. After the customer drove the vehicle for 
several weeks none of these monitors would 
complete.  
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The shop decided to do a drive cycle and monitor the PIDs as he drove. During 
acceleration he noticed the vehicle seemed to have a lot of power when he accelerated hard. 
Wondering if the vehicle might have an aftermarket tune installed in the PCM, he monitored 
the boost using a scanner in graph mode. He saw that the boost would go up to 21-23psi and 
stay there until about 5,000 rpm.  These Focus STs have an overboost system, but usually they 
peak around 18psi then drop to 16psi a few seconds later. 
 

 
 

 
 
 
  

Not having the FORD IDS system, he told his customer that they should go to the dealer 
to have the PCM software re-flashed because that could be the reason the monitors will not 
complete. 
 
 The dealer did an emissions diagnostics; they ended up trying to diagnose the car for 
several days. They tried to do the OEM drive cycle first and ended up contacting the Ford 
hotline who told them that programming was likely the problem and the vehicle needed a 
PMI (Programmable Module Installation – what is done if the PCM is replaced); this is where 
everything is wiped clean and the new software installed to the blank PCM. Another drive 
cycle was done and all the monitors ran to completion.   
 
 Granted this might be uncommon on performance programming because a lot of the 
programmers will make the monitors complete or N/A, but there are some that just prevent 

The vehicle’s boost gauge also showed 
high boost during acceleration. Further 
checking showed the vehicle should set a 
DTC if the boost exceeds >4psi from desired 
boost. 

The tech suspected the PCM may have 
been “tuned” by the prior owner. 
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the monitors from running. Always keep programming in mind when it comes to factory 
performance vehicles and diesels; the two most commonly modified vehicles. 
 
2005 Cadillac CTS EVAP and O2 monitors will not complete  
 

 
The first repair shop did a drive cycle and some diagnostics. Using their scanner 

information they determined the vehicle needed a replacement power control module (PCM); 
parts and Labor for the diagnosis and to install a rebuilt PCM cost the customer about $850.  
The customer was asked to drive the vehicle for a week and come back to make sure the 
monitors had run. The monitors would still not run.  

The shop kept the vehicle for a few days but was unable to figure out why the monitors 
would not complete. They recommended they go to the Cadillac dealer to have it repaired. 
  

The customer then took the vehicle to a dealership. The vehicle was diagnosed and they 
determined the newly installed rebuilt PCM was the problem and suggested they install a 
factory rebuilt PCM with the most current programming. They said that after that more 
repairs may be necessary; but they had to replace the PCM first. The labor and parts for the 
diagnosis and to install a rebuilt PCM cost the customer over $1,000.  Again the customer was 
told to drive the vehicle for several hundred miles to get the monitors to run. Monitors still 
won’t run. The customer became frustrated for even the dealer appeared to not have a 
direction to go after the PCM was replaced for a second time. 
  

A third independent shop suggested they just try replacing the oxygen sensors; still the 
OBD system would not complete the same two monitors. The shop said they might want to 
contact the referee to see if the vehicle could get a waiver. The customer was about to give up 
and go to the referee when a friend recommended a technician they knew and how he 
seemed to always fix what others would give up on. So one more try at another shop; hoping 
this tech would find an answer.   
  

After reviewing all of the repair invoices and the drive cycle information, he could not find 
any listed enabling criteria out of specification. But during an attempted drive cycle he noticed 
that the motor did not idle correctly when the transmission was in Park or Neutral. The engine 

The vehicle was a 2005 Cadillac CTS 
with a 3.6L V6 engine that failed the OIS 
inspection due to two unset readiness 
monitors, the Evaporative System 
(EVAP) and the Oxygen (O2) Sensor. 
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idle speed would vary between 1,000 and 1,150 revolutions per minute (RPM), but would 
drop to 800 RPM when the transmission was shifted to Drive. He decided to check the throttle 
position and accelerator pedal position sensor parameter PIDs.  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

He quickly checked the voltage reading of APP1 and APP2 and compared it to the 
thresholds for a DTC to be set and found that codes would be set for too low a voltage at idle 
(APP1 < .84v; APP2 < .67v) or too high at wot or a plausibility code for too much differential. 
Nothing would be set if the APP voltage was a little high at idle. It makes sense; otherwise 
someone who rested their foot on the accelerator pedal would set a DTC.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Posted on iATN was a similar situation. A 2002 Honda Odyssey 3.5L had an EGR valve 

replaced due to a P1491 DTC (EGR insufficient lift). The EGR valve was replaced, code cleared, 
and several drive cycles were done. The EGR and EVAP would not complete. There were no 
pending DTCs and nothing popped out of the data that would indicate a problem.  

 

The tech noticed the 
accelerator pedal position 
sensor PID showed a 
reading of 1 percent with 
the engine at idle when it 
should have been reading 0 
percent. This 1 percent 
reading was the likely cause 
of the elevated idle speed; 
but could it have an effect 
on the monitors?  

 

He installed a new pedal position sensor, performed 
a drive cycle, and within 50 miles the O2 sensor monitor 
set to ready. Sure enough, this APPS value also caused 
the PCM to stop trying to set the O2 sensor monitor. 
Additionally, the vehicle also idled properly. The vehicle 
was re-inspected and passed the emissions test. 

 
This is an important example for repair techs to learn 

from. Be aware of other vehicle system issues, like a high 
idle speed, that may be connected to the problem you 
are diagnosing. Also look for any PID that might be 
unusual even though you might not think it could prevent 
a monitor from running. Like this next example. 
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The tech did some research and found on Identifix where another tech had the same 
problem of the EGR monitor not completing on a Honda. The tech on Identifix said he found 
that the TPS voltage needed to be .5v or slightly below for the EGR monitor to run.  

 
The TPS voltage on the Honda Odyssey was .71v at idle (the TPS must have been replaced 

before because the OEM break-away screws had been replaced). He reset it to .47v. When he 
did another drive cycle the monitors all set to ready within 5 miles.      
 
2003 Ford F250 7.3L Diesel 
 
 
 
  

 
 
 
 
 
A technician in Madera CA brought this to our attention. When you have difficulty in 

getting the early to mid-2000 model year Ford 7.3L or 6.0L Diesel monitors to complete, it is 
important to follow the detailed steps in the OEM drive cycle. In this case the CCM monitor 
would not run. Here is the OEM drive cycle: 

 

2003 Ford F-250 7.3L Drive cycle  

START HERE 

1. Turn ignition on, but do not crank engine until WAIT TO START indicator turns off, or 
10 seconds has passed (whichever is greater). 

2. Start engine. Allow engine to idle with transmission in Park or Neutral for 40 seconds. 
3. The following conditions must be followed to run certain OBD-II monitors that 

require engine to be under a load. On A/T models, select OVERDRIVE CANCEL to 
perform test in 3rd gear. On all models, turn on accessories (headlights, A/C 
compressor, blower fan, etc.). DO NOT use hazards or PTO. Select an uphill or level 
road. DO NOT select a downhill road. Driving downhill will unload engine and defeat 
test. 

4. Accelerate steadily to 3rd gear (A/T) or 4th gear (M/T) and keep engine speed at 
1500 RPM for 3 seconds. Accelerate steadily from 35 MPH to 65 MPH in about 15 
seconds (A/T) or 11 seconds minimum (M/T). Repeat this procedure 3 times while 
maintaining conditions set in step 3). Before proceeding, turn all accessories off and 

 

This next one is more of a 
reminder that you should read 
the drive cycles with attention 
to the details. Many times 
there are technicians that 
simply drive the vehicle without 
looking at the criteria carefully. 
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disengage OVERDRIVE CANCEL. On A/T models, go to next step. On M/T models, go to 
step 6. 

5. On A/T models, drive vehicle in 4th gear continuously for one minute. Accelerate 
steadily from a full stop to 4th gear and then return to a full stop. Repeat this 
procedure 10 times, and then go to next step. 

6. Before continuing, use NGS tester (Ford’s OE scanner at the time) and select EOT PID 
(Engine Oil Temp) from PID/DATA MONITOR & RECORD menu. Ensure EOT PID value is 
more than 140°F (60°C). Allow engine to idle for 20 seconds in Park or Neutral. 
Turn ignition off. Start engine and allow engine to idle for 40 seconds in Park or 
Neutral. Repeat QUICK TEST (Check for DTCs, monitors complete etc.) in appropriate 
SELF-DIAGNOSTICS article. Drive cycle is complete. 

7. If DTC P1000 is present after performing drive cycle, repeat step 4 maintaining a 
minimum MFDES PID (Mass Fuel Desired) value of 37 milligrams/stroke 
with engine speed at more than 1500 RPM for 11 seconds. Also, maintain a minimum 
MFDES of 37 milligrams/stroke with engine speed at more than 2300 RPM for at least 
6 seconds. Repeat step 6. MFDES PID value must remain less than 12 milligrams/stroke 
for 11 seconds. 

 

Step 7 in the drive cycle mentions monitoring the MFDES (Mass Fuel Desired) PID when 
the P1000 was still present after running a complete drive cycle. So assuming you have 
attempted the OEM drive cycle and the P1000 (I/M readiness code) is present, grab your scan 
tool and get ready to drive the vehicle while monitoring the MFDES PID just as described in 
the OEM drive cycle (might want to use a driver while you monitor the PID). 
 

You may have to repeat this several times. The key here is to put the truck under a heavy 
load to reach the MFDES of 37mg/stroke. You might find a slight hill in your area to achieve 
the required criteria. This technician said because it was a manual transmission it required 
him to keep the engine under a load in a higher gear than what you would do in normal 
driving. Also note in the drive cycle that all accessories are to be turned on i.e. A/C, headlights, 
blower, etc. to put a load on the engine.   

 
When the vehicle was driven and the criteria were met, the monitor ran to completion. 

 
 As you can see in this case if you were to just tell the customer to drive the truck for a few 
days it is most likely the monitors would not run; remember a drive cycle is a diagnosis to 
determine if something is preventing the monitors to complete. Sometimes you have to also 
consider just what the ECU/PCM wants to see and you just may have to drive a bit outside the 
normal pattern to achieve a passing monitor.  
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2004 Chevrolet Astro Van 4.3L Engine / Catalytic Converter Readiness Monitor Will Not Run 
 
 

 
  

 
There is a back story to this vehicle in that it had already failed an inspection for a MIL 

light on and a DTC PO101 for a mass airflow sensor range problem. The customer had the 
MAF sensor replaced and the battery was disconnected to clear the DTC. When it was brought 
in for a smog inspection the CAT and EVAP monitors were incomplete.  

 
The customer drove the vehicle for a few days and returned but the monitors were still 

incomplete.  
 
The technician started his diagnosis by looking at PID data and could not find anything 

that was out of parameters.  There were no pending DTCs, no irregular data stream values, 
and the engine coolant and intake air temperatures were normal. The technician looked up 
the specific drive cycle and enabling criteria for the catalyst monitor. 

 
The enabling criteria for the catalyst monitor to run are shown below: 

 
• The barometric pressure is greater than 74 kilopascals (kPa) 
• Engine coolant is at operating temperature 160-248 °F 
• The intake air temperature (IAT) is between 5-167 °F 
• The engine is in Closed Loop Fuel Control 
• The engine has run for 6-8 minutes off idle in order to initiate test 
• The battery voltage is between: 11-18 volts. 
 

The drive cycle is fairly simple: 
 

After operating at highway cruise speed of 55 miles per hour (mph) for at least five 
minutes with a fully warmed up engine, decelerate the vehicle to a stop (0 mph) and keep the 
vehicle engine at idle with the vehicle transmission in Drive for at least two minutes.  
 

The tech having experience with GM vehicles, knew the catalyst monitor will usually set 
using this prescribed drive cycle; as soon as the vehicle is decelerated to idle and still in gear, 
the catalyst monitor runs right away. 

Earlier we showed how an IAT 
sensor could prevent monitors from 
running. In this case it was a little bit 
different, but worth showing you how 
even when you see what appears to be 
normal PIDs on a scanner, there might 
still be a problem.    
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Remembering that the vehicle had previously failed the OBD test with a P0101 MAF DTC, 

the tech decided to graph the sensor PIDs to see if there might be something going on with 
the new MAF or any other sensor. In reviewing the graph results, it looked like the IAT signal 
was dropping out intermittently. The dropout was happening so fast that it would be very 
unlikely to see the drop while watching the data stream; instead, only by graphing the data 
could you detect the dropped IAT sensor value. He then checked under the hood and found a 
new IAT sensor, but when he wiggled the connector and wiring while watching the scan tool, 
the scan tool showed the IAT voltage would drop out. He was amazed that an IAT DTC was not 
being set. But when he looked up the enabling criteria to set an IAT DTC he found out the 
reason why. 

 
 

 
Notice the drop outs in the IAT sensor graph 

 
 
The enabling criteria for the IAT sensor test to run and set a DTC are shown below: 

 
• DTCs P0101, P0102, P0103, P0116, P0117, P0118, P0125, P0128, P0502, P0503 are not set. 
• The engine run time is more than 120 seconds. 
• The vehicle speed sensor (VSS) indicates that the vehicle speed is less than7 mph. 
• The engine coolant temperature (ECT) is more than 60 °C (140 °F) 
• The mass airflow (MAF) value is less than 15 grams per second. 
• The PCM detects that the IAT Sensor parameter is less than -36°F for more than 5 seconds. 
 

The last bullet explains the problem; the IAT temp must read -36° for more than 5 
seconds to set a DTC. This IAT only drops out for a second or less. However, with the IAT 
sensor dropping below 5 °F, the catalyst monitor would not run. He replaced the IAT 
connector and all of the monitors ran on the next drive cycle.  

 
What is important to see here is that even just looking at PID data may not be enough. 

Most of your scanners will also graph the data and you may have to do the old “wiggle test” of 
the harness to find some problems.  
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2014 Shelby Mustang 5.8L O2 Sensor and O2 Heater Readiness Monitors 
  
  

 
  
The problems started at a regular repair shop that discovered the vehicle had brake and 
suspension upgrades along with performance enhancement software for the chassis, the 
stability control, and the electronic power assist steering (EPAS), and ABS systems and a Cat 
Back Exhaust installed.  
 

Besides these modifications it also had a reprogrammed ECM.  He sent the customer to 
the dealer for programming and repairs to get the vehicle to pass a smog inspection. 
 

The dealer did all of the necessary repairs to return the vehicle to OEM performance 
specifications; this also included performing multiple drive cycles. But the O2 sensor and O2 heater 
monitors would not complete.  The customer was told to drive the vehicle for a few weeks and see 
if the O2 monitors would eventually run. They would not. The techs had given up. The 
customer went to an independent shop and showed him all of the work that had been done. 
So this tech decided to give it a look over thinking outside the normal box and he did notice 
something when he raised the vehicle on a rack.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Every now and then you 
might run across a vehicle where 
others have been working on it 
and they get stuck so it comes to 
you as their last gasp. This 
particular vehicle not being in the 
smog check program due to the 8 
year exemption never had a 
problem with the modifications it 
had; until it was sold. 

Where the cat back exhaust 
system was clamped to the pipe using 
some HD clamps provided with the 
aftermarket system, he spotted what 
looked like exhaust leaks at the 
clamps. The rear O2 sensors were 
about 6”- 8” upstream from the leaks. 
He wondered if this could be an issue.  
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When the exhaust was smoke tested he found that both pipe clamps were leaking where 

they bolted onto the front exhaust pipe. He repositioned the clamps and securely tightened 
them and verified there was no longer an exhaust leak. Could this downstream exhaust leak 
after the O2 sensors cause the O2 monitors to not run?  

 
After the leaks were repaired and the vehicle driven again, both O2 sensor and O2 heater 

monitors completed quickly and the car passed inspection. It cannot be stressed enough 
about using a smoke machine when diagnosing O2 monitors or catalytic converter monitors. 
In fact it should be one of the first steps after a drive cycle is performed and these monitors 
will not run.  

    
 
Readiness Monitor Short Stories and Tips 
 
 The prior scenarios may be new to some and to some others you may have repaired 
vehicles just like these. The following are just some reminders of things that could and have 
had an effect on readiness monitors.  Maybe you have some to add to this, if so share them 
with the other technicians. We all can learn from real world experiences.  
 
Fuel Level Sensors and Fuel Tank Pressure Sensors  
  

Check for a defective fuel level sensor that glitches intermittently; it can prevent monitors 
from running. Also, be aware of vehicles, like some Ford Edge models, that may have two 
separate fuel sensors in their tank and the levels are calculated by reading both; a crossover 
tube connects the tanks. If one works fine but the other has glitches the PCM may suspend 
running the monitors.  

 

                    
 

This tank design requires two fuel level sensors. 
Total fuel level is determined by reading both 
sensors and then calculated for proper display at 
the cluster. 
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It is difficult to keep it from returning. Some European automakers have gone to the greater 

expense of using gold on their units. But there are other options to try besides replacing the sending 
unit. And even the "top tier" gasolines, those with high doses of additives, don't adequately 
clean and protect the sensor from tarnish; they don't have a filming agent. This coating, which 
is left behind, helps to protect the sending unit from tarnishing.  

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Slow O2 Sensor Response Time 
 
 As O2 sensors age they may not function within the parameters the same as when new; 
the rich to lean switch rate or a sensor shift/bias can be enough to suspend a monitor test but 
not enough to turn on the MIL. Catalytic converter monitors use oxygen storage 
measurements and if the rear O2 sensor is slow to respond it could cause a monitor issue.  
 
 
 

General Motors has an additive with a "filmer" 
to keep the tarnish at bay; GM Fuel System 
Treatment PLUS. 

You can buy the same product, Chevron 
Techron Concentrate PLUS; which is the same 
product GM dealer’s use. 

When added to the fuel tank it will clean the 
Sulphur deposits off the sending unit in a few days; 
possibly restoring proper operation.  

   

Gasoline Sulphur deposits 
are the most common cause of 
sending unit failures or DTCs. 
How is that happening? Silver 
reacts readily with sulfur 
compounds to create tarnish--
silver sulfides.  The silver in the 
sending units becomes tarnished 
just like Mom’s old silverware. 
That is also why high quality 
silverware comes in boxes lined 
with sulfur-free cloth. 
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Mode $06 and Mode $09 
 

There are times you need all the tools in your box to figure out a stubborn monitor. Mode 
$06 and Mode $09 could be useful (the $ sign just means it is a hexadecimal number, let’s 
drop that). 

 
Now that we have shown some examples of monitors that were diagnosed, we should 

cover the topic of Mode 06 data and even Mode 09 data and how these could help you. Most 
are somewhat familiar with Mode 06 and how it can help when you are having difficulty in 
running a particular monitor so we will review that first. Then we will show you how Mode 09 
could in particular scenarios give you some additional information on monitors. 
 
How Mode $06 Data Can Help  
 

Many times just performing a drive cycle and reviewing PIDs is not enough for getting 
stubborn OBD-II monitors to complete. This is where Mode 06 diagnostics can be valuable in 
obtaining the passing or close to failing data of a completed monitor with no stored DTCs and 
the MIL is commanded off. Very often when monitors don’t complete it is because of a 
component that hasn’t yet failed but is close to failure.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

And then don’t forget those pesky rear O2 sensor 
extenders; they could prevent the O2 and/or the 
catalytic converter monitor from completing. 
 

More and more of these are showing up on not 
just performance vehicles but everyday drivers. 
Always check for these on every inspection or repair.  
 
 

 

Mode 06 can be an important tool in 
determining why a monitor will not complete 
or what components are close to failure. It 
tells you if a monitored component passed or 
failed and what “grade” it earned; that is as 
long as the component monitor has 
completed its task. 
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The vehicle manufacturer will define “Manufacturer Defined Test IDs” for different tests 
of a monitored system. Mode 06 will provide the monitoring test values and fault 
(malfunction) limits for the defined tests (monitors). 
 

Below is a typical monitoring test of Mode 06 as defined for the oxygen sensor; some 
vehicles may only use 3 or 4 of these tests to verify O2 operation, others more. The tests 
monitor the different voltage outputs of the sensor and can calculate switch times from the 
voltages. Anyone of them close to failing may prevent a monitor from completing. 
 

 
 
The parameters of the oxygen sensor output voltage are requested as Test ID (TID), with 

the following description: 
Test ID   Description 
$01 Rich to lean sensor threshold voltage (constant) 
$02 Lean to rich sensor threshold voltage (constant) 
$03 Low sensor voltage for switch time calculation (constant) 
$04 High sensor voltage for switch time calculation (constant) 
$05 Rich to lean sensor switch time (calculated) 
$06 Lean to rich sensor switch time (calculated) 
$07 Minimum sensor voltage for test cycle (calculated) 
$08 Maximum sensor voltage for test cycle (calculated) 
$09 Time between sensor transitions (calculated) 
$0A Sensor period (calculated) 
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Depending on the capabilities and software in the scan tool or scanner software you are 

using, the hex code TID and CID values are translated into plain English followed by the hex 
code or decimal test results, the range of acceptable values for that particular test, the units 
of measure for that test (voltage, pressure, etc.), and usually a PASS or FAIL indication (see 
below). But this description of the tests on this Non-CAN vehicle is still less than desirable.  

  

 
 
In The above screen print you can see the MIL was on (DTC P0420) and the vehicle failed 

one of the Catalyst System Monitors tests but passed another. Remember a CAT monitor can 
fail and set a DTC, but it could be something other than the CAT that is the cause. 

On early OBD II systems there are two code 
identification tags for each line of data. The first is 
the Test Identification (TID) that indicates the 
monitor being tested, and the second is the 
Component Identification (CID) identifies the 
specific component and what test is performed. 
After that come the actual test results. When 
using an older scanner you need an OEM chart to 
understand what the component was and the 
test. 
 

22.00 
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On CAN vehicles it is MID for Monitor Identification and TID for Test ID (TID is switched 
with CID on earlier vehicles – confusing for sure). Also the TIDs have been standardized across 
different vehicle makes and models making it easier to understand due to the interpretation 
being available. 

 

 
 

Mode 06 shows actual test results and information but only if the readiness monitors 
status from Mode 01 shows that the monitor is complete. This is important to remember 
because on pre-can vehicles there may be data there before the monitor has run to 
completion and this may just be garbage data until the monitor has run to completion. On 
CAN vehicles the data defaults to “0” when codes are cleared or the monitor has not run. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

What you are looking for is where a monitor ran but 
one of the Mode 06 component test results was so close to 
failing or failed it could prevent completion of another 
monitor (that monitor may not have valid data since it did 
not complete). So you do have to be careful when reading 
Mode 06; it’s kind of like the old game of CLUE – The MID 
$02 B1S2 02 TID $08 Max 02 Voltage did it after the CAT, in 
the Exhaust, and killed the CAT monitor from completing! 
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Let’s look at some Oxygen sensor Mode 06 data on a GM vehicle. This was a 2008 model with 
a 3.6L V6 engine. First screen shot is in Generic for make – notice there are no definitions for 
TIDs. Some early scanners only show generic information – you have to figure it out using 
OEM (if available) definitions. 
 

 
 
 
When GM vehicles for 1996–2016 are selected the TIDs have a description.  
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This chart is GM mode $06 data definitions for 2008 GM vehicles. We will focus on B1S1 data 
 

  
Our vehicle has MID 01 (B1S1) with TIDS 01-06 and 80/81 only.  
 

 
GM definitions 
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Now, remember this chart?  This one is a bit different to match the TID data for our specific 
vehicle.  
 

 
 
Don’t be concerned with the TIDS 01-04 from our scanner for they are constantly 

changing depending on sensor read outs – that’s why the min/max match the test value. And 
if you look at the GM chart they don’t match; GM has the min/max at 0 and 7.9v which is 
irrelevant for sensor voltages. But our test values are important – if it were very low or very 
high for 04 and 03 it could indicate a biased sensor. Knowing what is normal is important. 
 

If you study the data several items can be pointed out. TIDs 05 and 06 show how fast the 
sensor is switching and TIDs 80 and 81 show the number of switches that occur within a 
particular time frame (as per setting DTC1133 the time is 70 sec). Here is the point; as long as 
the number of switches is plentiful (in our case 127) and the voltages are normal, then you 
would have a good O2 sensor. You can compare to B2S2 or if you see enough of these vehicles 
you would get used to what is expected for a good sensor. 

 
Suppose you see only 50 switches and the switch times are close to the max would that 

not point to a lazy 02 sensor? And it very well could prevent a monitor from completing. Of 
course it would be prudent to connect a lab scope and verify the 02 sensor function; but you 
would know just what to expect when you did.  
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Mode 06 is useful for diagnosing faults when the vehicle has an obvious emissions or 
driveability problem, but has not set any codes. It can also be used to spot pending problems 
that may soon set a code, a sort of crystal ball that allows you to foresee future codes. 
Another use is to see when a DTC is set, just how bad did the component fail (such as a P0420 
DTC). And, you can use it to verify repairs by making sure all the monitored systems are 
passing the OBD II diagnostic self-checks on your final drive cycle. 
 

To sum it up, if you are not familiar with Mode 06 you will not become an expert 
overnight, and most likely will not see the full value of using it until you invest some time with 
it. But its use may help you with those stubborn monitors.  
 
Mode $09 More than VIN Information 
 

We are most familiar with Mode 09 providing VIN and ECM/PCM Calibration ID. It can 
provide more than that on many vehicles. It could be useful in certain circumstances with the 
proper understanding.  

 
ARB phased in the “In-Use Monitoring Performance Ratio” or IUMPR (sometimes called 

IUPR or In-Use Performance Ratio or even Rate-Based Monitoring) starting in 2004 model year 
it was essentially on most vehicles by the 2007 model year. What is in-use performance ratio 
for monitors? The Mode 09 IUMPR was 100% designed to help CARB and CARB alone to be 
able to determine compliance and catch models that have monitors that run too infrequently 
to detect faults (MIL illumination). ARB requires this because some manufacturer’s monitors 
diagnostics only ran during the FTP dyno test and are very difficult to run in “real world 
driving”; ARB is requiring they run when the vehicle is operated in real on road conditions. 
ARB needs this data to support a recall if one becomes necessary for a particular engine 
group. 

 
In very simple terms, ARB required a denominator that tracks how often the car was 

driven; and a numerator that counts how often that particular monitor’s diagnostics ran and 
could have detected a fault if one was present.  ARB holds the OEMs accountable to meeting a 
minimum ratio of that numerator/denominator on in-use cars (e.g., maybe a 0.336 minimum 
ratio for catalyst monitor and so if they find statistically a valid sample of an emission test 
group like say a MY 2010 3.0L V6 A/T Camry is, on average, failing the ratio, then ARB can 
pursue a recall. 

 
So can this help a technician find out why a monitor is not running? No it won’t; but It 

could potentially signal to a tech that a particular diagnostic monitor is hard to run (e.g., if it 
has a very low ratio for that monitor) but it won’t tell the tech if it is because: (a) by design, it 
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is hard to meet the driving/enable conditions to run it; (b) because of something specific 
broken/modified/deteriorated but undetected as a fault on that vehicle, it is having a hard 
time running; or (c) the driver and the driver’s habits are not conducive to meeting the enable 
conditions and getting the monitor to run. And then there is the possibility that a performance 
flash (even one that mimics the OEM CALID/CVN) the IUPR shows that a monitor is not being 
ran when it should have had attempts; the readiness monitor may show “Not Supported” or 
even “Complete” or “Ready” when the IUPR shows “0”. It interprets how often a monitor met 
the enable criteria to detect a fault or a pass as Completion Counts and how often a drive 
(determined by ARB) was detected as Conditions Encountered Counts.  
 
How the “Ratio” is determined is simple: 
 
In-Use Performance Ratio =   
                (IUPR) 
 
Below are some screen captures from a 2013 RAM 5.7L using a Launch Tech scanner. 
 
So let’s look at the Bank 1 Catalyst Monitor. 
Completion counts (Numerator) = 443 
Conditions Encountered (Denominator) = 296 
443 ÷ 296 = 1.49 IUPR (in-use performance ratio) 
Generically this would be a very good ratio meaning historically this vehicle met the drive 
cycle criteria 296 times and met the enabling criteria to complete a monitor 443 times. 
Meaning the monitor is not hard to run when the conditions are met.   

 

 

Number of Monitoring Events (Numerator) 
 
  Number of Driving Events (Denominator) 
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(Note: Secondary Air is “0” because it does not have Secondary Air) 
 

The EGR/VVT Monitor has a ratio of 2.22 
 

 
 

The EVAP monitor has fewer counts but that would be expected. Ratio is .95 
 

 
 

Although most manufacturers can detect a malfunction in a day or two, the ARB accepted 
ratio is determined over a two week driving period of normal driving; on average they want 
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the detection of a fault to occur 90% of the time in this scenario. This allows for unusual 
vehicle operation (i.e. short trips, start stop, etc.).  
 So how could this Mode 09 that was created for ARB help the technician when a monitor 
is hard to run? Unless the ECM was replaced, or for some re-flashed, the IUPR is a history of 
that monitoring system (it goes up to a count of 65,535 – then is divided by 2 and resumes).  
 

 
 
Of course, then it is Mode 06 time, testing related sensors, and PID monitoring etc. to 

diagnose the system. And please don’t forget TSB’s and updated ECM programming.   
 
Use caution when using IUPR and keep in mind its limits.  Say a car that has 10,000 as the 

denominator and 4,000 as a numerator (0.4 ratio). If you drive three trips and the 
denominator is now 10,003 and the numerator is still 4,000 it shouldn’t be taken as a fact that 
something is hindering the monitor from running. More likely it is just difficult to meet the 
criteria for the way it was driven. 
 

 
Monitor Section Quick Quiz 

 
 

Question 1: What is the purpose of the BAR Smog Check OBD Reference Guide? 
 
 

_____________________________________________________________________ 
 
 

_____________________________________________________________________ 
 
 

You could look at the ratio for a particular 
monitor that is normally very high and it might be 
low; then when you perform a drive cycle you 
notice the denominator is increasing but the 
numerator does not – plenty of drives, but the 
monitor does not run it’s diagnostics to 
completion and in fact it keeps decreasing the 
ratio. This could indicate it might have developed a 
condition that is outside the norm because the 
ratio keeps going lower every time a drive cycle 
occurs. 
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Question 2: You have a turbocharged vehicle that will not complete the monitors and you 

notice the vehicle has additional aftermarket gauges and performance decals in 
the windows, what might you suspect?  

 
 ______________________________________________________________________ 
 

 
______________________________________________________________________ 

 
 
Question 3: When diagnosing O2 monitors or catalytic converter monitors, what system 

could affect the O2 sensors and how should you ensure it is functioning 
properly? 

 
_____________________________________________________________________ 

 
 
______________________________________________________________________ 

 
 
Question 4: What can Mode $06 data show you? 
 
 _____________________________________________________________________ 
 
 

_____________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Question 5: What can Mode $09 data show you on 2007 and newer vehicles? 
 
 _____________________________________________________________________ 
 
 

_____________________________________________________________________ 
 

 
Diagnosing DTCs and Permanent DTCs 

 
Monitor diagnosis sometimes begins with a DTC being set and doing the repair. In this next 
section we will look at some DTC diagnostics and cover the implementation of Permanent 
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DTCs into the smog program.  We also will touch on the subject of Smart Sensors or SENT 
Sensors. 
DTC Diagnostics and Case Scenarios 
 
 When a DTC is set the most common approach is to look up the setting criteria and then 
follow a Mfg. flow chart. Fortunately that does work most of the time. There are many other 
times it does not or we just don’t look at it close enough to see and understand all of the 
factors that can cause the DTC. What we want to demonstrate in this part of the course is how 
some unusual factors can cause a DTC that just might not be directly linked to a Mfg. flow 
chart; but through some critical thinking and diagnostic equipment the problem is solved. 
 
2008 Saturn VUE 3.6L P1133 DTC 
 

This DTC for oxygen sensor insufficient activity B1S1 typically points to a bad sensor. But 
in this case a sensor replacement did not fix the problem. What was unusual was the sensor 
voltage would go to 900mV for 2-3 secs then drop below 200mV for just a few ms then back 
to 900mV. It would do this at idle and when driving at cruise speeds. After two trips the P1133 
Mfg. code would set. B2S1 was normal. The B1S1 digital pattern looked like this on a scanner: 

 

 
 

The injectors were tested to insure none were sticking open on bank 1 causing the 
temporary rich mixture.  The technician noticed the STFT for bank 1 would jump to +18 for 2-3 
secs then to 0; it would not bounce around +/- or climb to +18. It would just read +18 all at 
once, then 0. Why was the ECM demanding +18 then 0? LTFT stayed +/- 5 and mostly around 
0. It was apparent that the ECM was commanding the STFT change thus the reason the B1S1 
was switching the way it was and setting the DTC.  

It’s easy to see 
how a tech might 
think the O2 sensor 
is lazy or an injector 
might be sticking 
causing a rich 
mixture. 
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A check at the ECM harness connector showed the same results. Switching the rear O2 
sensors did not change anything. It was as if the ECM had a command/control problem for 
STFT on bank 1. Could the problem be software related or internal ECM malfunction? It did 
not make sense that the ECM would be altering STFT in that manner. There were no TSBs for 
this particular DTC. So it was decided that the problem must be the ECM. After replacement of 
the ECM and reprogramming, the problem persisted.  

The tech then noticed something unusual about the rear O2 sensor operation when 
comparing bank to bank. Upon cold start B2S2 would climb to 500-600mV; but B1S2 would 
stay low at 100-200mV and then come up a bit after warm up. Why so much oxygen when the 
STFT was rich? There has to be an air leak (exhaust leak) in front of the rear O2 on bank 1. An 
exhaust leak was not audible under the hood.   

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The question is why was the ECM setting a code for the front O2 when the air leak was 
after the CAT and far after the front sensor; why not a DTC for the rear O2?  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

The tech raised the vehicle and 
found a small fracture in the pipe 
right at the outlet of the bank 1 
converter. The crack was welded and 
the problem solved. 

Upon checking the B1S1 pattern 
returned to normal operation 
switching properly. Fuel trims were 
normal. 

Here is what was happening:  

Apparently GM’s strategy to verify the rear O2 
sensors was for the ECM to set the STFT to +18 to get a 
reaction from the sensors. Because the rear B1S2 O2 
would not respond, it would go to +18 STFT then 
command it back to “0” and keep doing this all of the 
time the vehicle was running!  The ECM would set a DTC 
for B1S1 activity code when the front O2 was only 
responding as a result of the ECM commands to verify the 
rear O2! 

As we stated earlier it is cases like this where anytime 
there is an O2 DTC or Fuel Trim DTC, get out the Smoke 
Machine.   
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2004 Toyota RAV4 2.4L P0340 DTC 
 

The Toyota 2AZ-FE is a 2.4L 4-cylinder engine that was available in certain Toyota and 
Scion vehicles from about 2000 to 2015. So this situation could apply to many Toyota/Scion 
models.  

 
The customer had a family mechanic that did work on the side replace the cylinder head 

gasket after the engine was overheated (doesn’t everybody have a neighbor or family 
mechanic). After the repair the MIL light came on setting a P0340 DTC. This mechanic told 
them the vehicle needed a new computer. The vehicle was taken to a repair shop for a second 
diagnosis.  

 
The technician’s scanner said the DTC was a camshaft position sensor problem. Without 

doing any diagnostics, the CMP sensor was replaced. He drove the vehicle and the DTC came 
back. At this time he connected his lab scope and saw the following pattern. 

 

 
 
He saw that he was getting a crankshaft signal and a camshaft signal. He wiggled the 

wiring harness and the CMP sensor pattern did not change.  Not recalling what a good pattern 
should look like, he did some research by accessing the PICO database for a known good 
pattern. He found one for a 2004 Camry with a 2AZ-FE engine – see below. 
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 He noticed that the third signal on his vehicle had a lower voltage output (smaller 
hump) than the known good pattern. What could cause this? 

 
The next step the technician did was research this DTC. Below are excerpts from the 

Toyota flow chart for a P0340: 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
The circuit description is for the intake camshaft position sensor. It describes the 

operation as the camshaft having 3 teeth on its outer circumference that the sensor then 
sends a fluctuating signal to the ECM.  So it should see 3 sine waves.  

 
The circuit description chart states the DTC is set when there is no CMP signal to the ECM 

either during cranking or at engine speed; the trouble area could be an open or short in the 
cam position sensor circuit, the sensor is bad, the intake camshaft, or the ECM. But this was 
setting with just one sinewave having a low voltage output.  

 
When he read further down the flow chart, he found that step 3 states to inspect the 

intake camshaft rotor teeth.  
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So it was time to remove the valve cover and inspect the camshaft. What he found is 

highly unusual, but considering a “Friend of the Family” had removed the camshaft it is 
understandable. 
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The signal rotor “teeth” are actually dowel pins pressed into the end of the camshaft. Most 
likely the cam was stood on end, dropped, or the pin pried on during removal.  The dowel pin 
was set back to the same height as the other two. For verification the CMP sensor was scoped 
again and the pattern was now correct. 
 

 
 
 Maybe this scenario would be very unusual, but knowing how to go about a diagnosis is 
the main focus here. Approach it systematically and you will find the solution.  
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2018 Camaro 2.0L P0090 and P00C8 DTCS 
 
This case study is derived from PICO. It shows how through the use of a lab scope you can 

nail down the problem. Even though this repair was done under warranty, the steps taken and 
the use of investigative techniques can be applied to many diagnostic routines.   

 
The vehicle had a “reduced engine power” displayed and DTCs P0090 and P00C8 logged. 
 

 
 

The engine idled from cold through to operating temp without failure but after a while 
the tech noticed the scan data values shown below change from OK to Malfunction which 
indicated the circuit was currently faulting.  
 

 
 

A search of TSBs did not show anything helpful. The DTC description is an open circuit in 
the fuel pressure regulator’s high side circuitry. This being a DI engine a sporadic drop in fuel 
pressure could cause severe problems. Monitoring the scan data and wiggling the harness did 
not duplicate the event. So it was time to do some diagnosis with the lab scope.  

 

 

At right is a 
consolidated 
wiring diagram 
to show the 
basic circuits 
and where the 
scope was 
connected. 
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In the captured image below the high side control (CH-A) is PWM. Just before an ECM 
PWM event the voltage rises to alternator voltage on both sides of the solenoid then the 
ground driver switches on (CH-B) and the current starts to rise (CH-C). The high side driver is 
then switched off and on to maintain the desired solenoid position. This is what it looks like 
when everything is working properly. 
 

 
 
 

Notice CH-A and CH-B show vehicle voltage of approx. 14v, when the ECM grounds the 
low control side (VIO/BLK wire in wiring diagram) the current rises to approx. 10A and the 
ECM then PWM the high control side (Yellow wire) to maintain the desired fuel pressure. 
What our DTCs of P0090 and P00C8 indicate is an open occurs in the control circuit; this could 
be either the Hi-CTRL or the LOW-CTRL goes open intermittently.  The P00C8 states it is the 
HI-CTRL that goes open, but if there is no ground of the LOW-CTRL that also would register as 
an open for that circuit. The challenge would be to capture the fault with the scope 
connected. 
 
 

While recording the waveforms the system acted up and the waveform recording was 
reviewed.  Immediately it was noticed that there was no current flow through the circuit and 
very similar voltage readings on both sides of the solenoid. This is an indication that the circuit 
went open. The next screen capture shows what was going on. 
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CH-B was not going to ground but the circuit was going open whenever the ECM supplied 
voltage to the solenoid; the waveforms were almost alike. The lack of current flow means 
there was not a completed circuit on the LOW-CRTL side. It either was a wiring problem or a 
faulty ECM. 
 
 Before blaming the ECM, a close look at the connectors made sense; maybe a pin was 
bent or the pin fit was improper. Upon removing the ECM connecter none of the pins 
appeared damaged. Looking at the VIO/BLK wire at the connector the technician found this: 
 

   
 

As you can see the VIO/BLK wire terminal was broken; most likely during the crimping 
process from the factory. The terminal was repaired and the vehicle operated properly. This 
technician’s determination and ability to understand scope patterns was the reason for a 
successful repair.  
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We will look at one last DTC example that turned out to be a brain twister, but also might 
not be that uncommon. We are not picking on Toyotas; it’s just that they are a very common 
vehicle for most shops to see. 
 
2003 Toyota Camry 2.4L P0031 
 

This repair started at one shop where there was an O2 DTC of P2195 – O2 stuck lean. The 
shop installed a new Toyota Denso sensor. This shop cleared the DTC and when they did a 
drive cycle the MIL came back on with a DTC of P0031 - Oxygen Sensor Heater Control Circuit 
Low B1S1. On this vehicle, Toyota refers to the DTC as an “oxygen sensor heater circuit,” what 
they are really referring to is the front A/F sensor.  

 

 
 
 
They sent the vehicle out and had the ECM replaced and programmed. The DTC P0031 

returned.   
 
The shop that did the reprogramming was asked to look into the problem. Upon vehicle 

start their Toyota Techstream scanner showed that the signal for the A/F sensor was a steady 
3.29 V, which indicates a proper air-fuel mixture as per the Toyota specification. Coolant 
temperature was 120 degrees F, STFT 0% and LTFT +2%. The fuel trims were practically 
perfect, which made sense given the A/F sensor data. But notice the vehicle was in open loop. 
 

 

Upon startup the new 
sensor’s heater circuit appeared 
good; the PCM was duty cycling 
the heater voltage circuit, which 
also confirms the integrity of the 
wiring. They stated they measured 
the heater resistance and it was 
Ok. The shop, because the sensor 
was new and they saw that it was 
operating correctly, came to the 
conclusion it needed an ECM.   
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 Shortly after it ran awhile the MIL light came on and the Techstream data showed 
“OLFAULT”; this OLFAULT (Open Loop Fault) shows that the PCM went into a default or fail-
safe mode; most likely during the transition from open loop to closed loop a fault was 
detected and it went to default fuel control.  
 

 
 

Toyota has a list of DTCs that will cause the system to go into fault mode. The P0031 fault 
is listed. The tech now knew the problem was in the heater circuit, but where? Once the 
system went into default, it remained there and never went in or out of it. Could it be the 
ECM or the sensor or the wiring harness? He decided to scope the heater circuit from cold 
start through warmup.
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Below is the scope pattern they got upon vehicle startup (14.14v / 1.75amps): 
 

 
 
After they ran the vehicle through warmup the scope pattern dropped and the DTC P0031 set. 
 

 
 
As soon as the vehicle went into Fail-Safe operation, the ground circuit opened and current 
stopped through the heater circuit. 
 
The vehicle’s specifications were looked up for the O2 Heater circuit. Toyota says this DTC is 
set when the heater circuit amperage is 3 amps or less. The vehicle was measuring 1.75 amps 
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on the lab scope; remember this was a new sensor. When the resistance was checked they 
found it was out of specs. The heater Ohms reading was 2.8Ω; the spec was .9-1.2Ω.  
 

This raised the question; was it a defective A/F sensor or possibly the wrong sensor? They 
ordered another new sensor and compared the resistance readings (see below).   
 

                  
       Ohms reading from installed sensor                            Ohms reading from new sensor 
 

There was a physical difference too.  As you can see in the pictures below the sensors 
look different. The one on the left is the correct A/F sensor and the one on the right is the 
wrong one. Notice how the correct A/F sensor has four exhaust breather holes (on left) and 
the other that has the incorrect resistance only has two. The connectors are the same. 

                            
By calling the Toyota dealer and giving them the Denso part number 234-9047 (sensor on 

the right) it came back as an A/F sensor for 2003 -2006 Toyota Camry with a 3.0L engine.  
 
When the specs were looked up for the 3.0L the resistance spec was 1.8Ω to 3.4Ω; so 

2.8Ω would be expected. For this 3.0L sensor, a DTC is not set until the amperage is less than 
.8 amps where the 2.4L is less than 3 amps. Therefore when the system attempted closed 
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loop the heater circuit resistance was high, the amperage low; the ECU turned off the circuit 
setting the DTC. As you can see this was an anomaly due to an improper sensor. But it could 
also be duplicated with a resistance problem in a heater circuit.   

 
The correct new sensor fixed the problem.  This scenario teaches us several lessons. First 

look up specifications for resistance test, don’t assume anything. Second, look over the 
replacement parts closely for any differences; question what you are not sure of. Finally, trust 
your lab scope for verification once you have a complete understanding how the system 
works.   
 
 

DTC Diagnosis Section Quick Quiz 
 
 

Question 1: When there is a DTC set for an oxygen sensor or catalytic converter efficiency 
code what system should be checked and possibly tested for what? 
 
 

_____________________________________________________________________ 
 
 

_____________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
 
Question 2: On the RAV 4 with the P0340 DTC, what was it about the CMP waveform that 

gave the tech a clue about what might be wrong? 
 
 ______________________________________________________________________ 
 

 
______________________________________________________________________ 

 
 
Question 3: Looking at the scope patterns on the 2018 Camaro, when the system acted up 

what did Channel B show and what effect did it have on amps - Channel C? 
 

_____________________________________________________________________ 
 

 
______________________________________________________________________ 
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Question 4: What in the heater circuit of the A/F sensor on the 2003 Toyota Camry caused it 

to quit working and set the DTC? 
 
 _____________________________________________________________________ 
 
 

_____________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Question 5: When diagnosing any DTC what is important to know or research? 
 (There could be multiple correct answers – name a few) 
 
 
 _____________________________________________________________________ 
 
 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
 
 

 
Permanent DTCs 

 
 
 
 
 

technician interaction such as using a scan tool or disconnecting the battery. Permanent codes 
alone will not cause the MIL to come on and they will not put the car into a “limp-in or 
default” mode. 
 

Permanent DTC implementation was phased in beginning in 2010, and is required on all 
model year 2012 and newer gasoline and diesel vehicles. Mode $0A, also known as Mode $10, 
was created to store these permanent codes. Memory storage capacity must store the data 
from up to 4 codes, as well as misfire and fuel trim data. When the Malfunction Indicator Light 
(MIL) is commanded “on” in a vehicle that supports permanent DTCs, the trouble code is 
stored as both a regular DTC and also as a permanent DTC. Permanent fault codes can only be 

What are Permanent DTCs? A permanent DTC is 
a DTC that corresponds to a MIL on DTC and is 
stored in non-volatile random access memory 
(NVRAM). A permanent DTC can only be erased by 
the OBD system itself and cannot be erased through  
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erased in the ECM/PCM by the OBD system when it determines the system is operating as 
designed. 

The primary value for a permanent DTC to repair technicians is for diagnosing a vehicle 
with a known emission concern when the MIL is off and there are no current DTCs. The 
permanent code is stored to help you with stubborn monitors or provide a diagnostic path 
when you do not know the vehicle’s repair history. The concept was originally proposed by 
one of the vehicle manufacturers as a way to address some of the inspection that OBD 
systems were having ranging from hard to set emission monitor readiness and to address 
people attempting to cheat the smog test by clearing codes and getting back through the test 
before that particular monitor ran again and detected a fault.  

 
Permanent DTCs are similar to readiness monitors but have more selective criteria. 

Readiness testing consists of only five or six different monitors such as the catalyst, oxygen-
sensor, EGR, etc. Readiness monitors do not cover the 200 to 400 typical individual possible 
DTCs on a vehicle. Therefore, permanent DTCs cover every single individual DTC monitor.  

 
For example, suppose you repaired a vehicle with the MIL on and a regular fault code of 

P0420 Catalyst System Efficiency Below Threshold. If you were to use a scan tool to clear this 
DTC, the MIL would turn off, the confirmed code would disappear, the readiness monitors 
would become not ready / incomplete, but the permanent code would still be stored in the 
PCM’s NVRAM.  

 
The permanent code will not make the MIL come back on, but will stay in memory until 

the monitor/diagnostic for P0420 has a chance to run again and conclude that the system is 
passing (and erase the permanent code) or failing (and store a confirmed code and turn the 
MIL back on). Sometimes it will take multiple drive cycles for the ECM/PCM to clear a PDTC 
depending upon the specific criteria the manufacture has programmed. 

 
So how does this affect the smog check program?  Since July 1, 2019, the presence of a 

PDTC can determine the vehicle’s Smog Check inspection result. BAR, working with the Air 
Resources Board (ARB), is ensuring that known problematic vehicles are addressed by the 
vehicle manufacturers through TSBs or possible recalls. In the meantime, BAR will control 
application of such vehicles through the Smog Check database, and list them in the Smog 
Check OBD Reference. Many vehicles may have particular PDTCs ignored by the OIS; so be 
sure to check the list before you waste a lot of time trying to clear a PDTC that is difficult to 
clear or just may not clear at all.  
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BAR decided that the time to complete 15 warm-up cycles and drive 200 miles is 

reasonable for vehicles to complete the self-diagnostic tests. Most vehicles will complete the 
self-diagnostic tests well before this maximum limit is reached. The 15/200 limit was 
established to prevent undue inconvenience to motorists who are trying to comply with the 
Smog Check Program requirements but are having trouble getting specific monitors to run to 
completion and ready for testing. Most often this involves EVAP systems and 2007 and newer 
diesel exhaust aftertreatment systems. At the time of writing this course, both of these 
system’s readiness monitors could be incomplete. This could change in the future. 

 
 How you deal with a PDTC is a decision you and the customer should make. There could 

be cases where the drive cycle for that particular PDTC requires multiple warm-up cycles and 
specific criteria to have the ECM verify that component and it would take you a lot of time to 
achieve it. In that case maybe having the customer drive the vehicle and request they do 
highway and in-town driving (if that is required). And also explain to them that if the PDTC 
does not clear and they achieve the 15 warm-ups over 200 miles of driving the PDTC will be 
ignored on their next inspection. Other times you might be able to clear the PDTC with just a 
short drive cycle; it can be different for each system and each manufacture.    

 

PDTCs will be ignored by the 
OIS during an inspection if the 
vehicle has completed at least 15 
warm-up cycles and been driven 
at least 200 miles since codes 
were last cleared; not since it last 
failed an inspection. You will 
usually find this data in Mode $01 
of a scanner (even an inexpensive 
one like an Autel – AutoLink.  
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Smart Sensors – SENT and PSI-5 Sensors 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
We don’t need to get into the technical communication aspects in this update class, for it 

will definitely give you headaches; you need to be an Einstein to completely understand the 
communication protocol. But since you will be hearing more about these types of sensors on 
the powertrain side of a vehicle, it is important to mention some basics.  So let’s talk about 
Nibbles, Ticks, and Bits! 
 

SENT basics: 
 
• A simpler low-cost alternative to CAN or LIN. 
• Unidirectional (sends data one way), digital, P2P communication interface (Peer to 

Peer or one processor to another processor) from sensor to controller (ECU) 
• For applications where high resolution and reliable sensor data are required as a 

replacement for analog and PWM signals. 
• The ECU can send a signal to request specific information from the sensor. 
• Single conductor, with 5 V power supply and ground 

 
 

In the Automotive Interfaces chart you can see the relationship of speed vs cost. SENT 
costs less and operates a little faster than LIN (Local Interconnect Network). PSI5 is much 
faster than either SENT or LIN at only a minimal increase in cost.   
 

 

A little off topic of DTC diagnosis but we need to 
bring up what is happening in the sensor area. Already 
these SMART (Single Edge Nibble Transmission) and what 
is called PSI-5 (Peripheral Sensor Interface 5) sensors are 
making their way into the powertrain. They have been 
used in air bag and other driving dynamic sensors for 
several years.  It was first introduced by the powertrain 
division of General Motors and several other partner 
companies in 2005. It has taken a while to be 
implemented in powertrain systems that are analog or 
digital. 
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Analog communication between remote sensors and ECUs will eventually lapse. With the 

modernization of sensors and control units, the digital era will soon dominate. However, this 
will only happen thanks to robust and reliable protocols with rich data and diagnostic content, 
such as SENT and PSI-5. 
 

A simple definition is that a SMART sensor contains its own IC chip or processor with the 
ability to self-test and calibrate; it is independent of the ECU/ECM.  Also depending on the 
sensor, it can transmit multiple streams of data on the same wire; such as temperature, 
production codes, diagnostics, or other secondary data.  

 
The data is sent via a “fast channel” and a “slow channel”. The fast channel operates in 

micro-seconds and 12-16 bits (data) and can contain within that data slow channel data at 2 
bits. Ok this gets confusing real fast. Suffice it to say that these new smart sensors are not like 
your typical analog or digital sensors we are used to. They can do so much more in a faster, 
accurate, and reliable method. 
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How SENT communication works: 
› The sensor signal is transmitted as a series of pulses with data measured as falling-to-

falling edge times. 
› Physical layer: 3-wire, 0-5 V voltage signal 
› Transfer band width: 25 kBit/s (net data rate), 2 x 12 bit data per message ≤ 1 ms. 
 

 
 

The SENT encoding scheme targets applications where high-resolution sensor data needs 
to be communicated to an electronic control unit (ECU) such as the engine control module. 
Instead of multiple analog-to-digital conversions required with traditional approaches, SENT 
requires only one conversion providing a cost savings for the sensor and the ECU. 
 

In addition to easier implementation of diagnostics functions with SENT the protocol also 
provides a cyclic redundancy check (CRC) for reliable data transmission. 

 
Powertrain Sensor applications: 
 
• Exhaust gas sensors 
• Position sensors 
• Pressure sensors 
• Mass air flow sensors 
• Temperature sensors 
 
One of the early uses in domestic powertrain components was the ETB (Electronic 

Throttle Body) in some GM vehicles. GM describes the system like this:  
 

“The throttle body assembly contains a contact-less inductive throttle position sensing 
element that is managed by a customized integrated circuit. The throttle position sensor is 
mounted within the throttle body assembly and is not serviceable. The throttle position sensor 
provides a signal voltage that changes relative to throttle blade angle. The customized 
integrated circuit translates the voltage based position information into serial data using the 
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Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) J2716 Single Edge Nibble Transmission (SENT) protocol. 
The throttle position sensor information is transmitted between the throttle body and the ECM 
on the signal/serial data circuit. The ECM decodes the serial data signal into separate voltages 
which are displayed on a scan tool as the voltage inputs from TP sensors 1 and 2”. 
 

 
 
 
 
Simply put the TPS signal from the dual Hall-Effect (inductive) TPS is fed to a chip located 

on or near the sensor and then a digital signal is sent over one serial data line to the ECM 
where it separates it into two different signals for redundancy. 

 
Can you scope the serial data line and see the information being sent from the sensor to 

the ECU? Yes you can if your scope has the software to read it. PicoScope includes decoding 
and analysis of popular serial standards to help engineers see what is happening in their 
design to identify programming and timing errors and check for other signal integrity issues. 
For the repair technician seeing the serial data is not helpful other than testing to see if the 
sensor is transmitting when source voltage (5v reference) is available at the sensor and the 
ground circuit is good. Here is how it is done using a PicoScope. 
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The first step is to acquire the SENT signal of interest using the PicoScope. Then select Serial 
Decoding from the Tools menu. Click Create and select SENT from the list of available 
protocols. 
 

 
 
In the SENT configuration dialog select the PicoScope Data input channel, Tick Time, Sensor 
Type, and other parameters as necessary. 
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If you check the In Table box, PicoScope will also display SENT messages in a tabular 
listing format. Double-click a message in the table to see the same message in the graph 
display. Click OK to see the decoded SENT messages in the PicoScope graph display.  
 

 
 
Again, since you are not an engineer with the reference material to understand this serial 

data all you can tell is if information is being sent over the wire. 
 
So don’t think of this as a typical TPS where you can back probe at the sensor and get a 

TPS waveform. Most of the diagnostics will be scan tool based and circuit testing of the 
harness for continuity or resistance.  Using your manuals and TSBs are to find the OEM test 
method is very important. Most of the time the entire TAC/Throttle Body is required to be 
replaced if the TPS is diagnosed as a malfunction. The same with other SENT sensors follow 
the Mfg. procedures for diagnostics. 

 
PSI5 sensors 
  

PSI5 (Peripheral Sensor Interface) is similar to SENT but uses a different protocol in that it 
has send (asynchronous) and receive (synchronous) modes. It can also be implemented as a 
bidirectional interface.  It operates at a much faster speed (189 kbs bits/second) then LIN. It is 
a twisted two-wire system (much like CAN) with digital processing ICs at the sensor and the 
controller processor. The implementation overhead and the related costs of a 2-wire interface 
are more cost-effective than CAN or FlexRay, or even 3-wired LIN. It has primarily been used in 
airbags, steering applications, and other safety items.  One day it will work its way into 
powertrain; so for this course we won’t dwell on it.  Just know that you will be seeing it as a 
more common way for sensors to communicate with ECUs.  
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Conclusion 
 
Hopefully you have gained some insight into monitors, diagnosing DTCs, permanent DTCs, and 
some newer communication protocols during this section of the update course. 
 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

THANK YOU! 


